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14 ABSTRACT: A key challenge in achieving control over
15 photocurrent generation by bulk-heterojunction organic solar
16 cells is understanding how the morphology of the active layer
17 impacts charge separation and in particular the separation
18 dynamics within molecularly intermixed donor−acceptor
19 domains versus the dynamics between phase-segregated
20 domains. This paper addresses this issue by studying blends
21 and devices of the amorphous silicon−indacenodithiophene
22 polymer SiIDT-DTBT and the acceptor PC70BM. By changing
23 the blend composition, we modulate the size and density of
24 the pure and intermixed domains on the nanometer length
25 scale. Laser spectroscopic studies show that these changes in
26 morphology correlate quantitatively with the changes in charge
27 separation dynamics on the nanosecond time scale and with device photocurrent densities. At low fullerene compositions, where
28 only a single, molecularly intermixed polymer−fullerene phase is observed, photoexcitation results in a ∼ 30% charge loss from
29 geminate polaron pair recombination, which is further studied via light intensity experiments showing that the radius of the
30 polaron pairs in the intermixed phase is 3−5 nm. At high fullerene compositions (≥67%), where the intermixed domains are 1−3
31 nm and the pure fullerene phases reach ∼4 nm, the geminate recombination is suppressed by the reduction of the intermixed
32 phase, making the fullerene domains accessible for electron escape.
1. INTRODUCTION
33 Organic solar cells (OSC) have been reported with power
34 conversion eﬃciencies exceeding 10%,1−3 making them a
35 promising third-generation photovoltaic technology. The
36 photoactive layer of a typical OSC is a blend of a conjugated
37 polymer and the derivative of the fullerene C60 (PCBM) or the
38 less symmetrical C70 (PC70BM). Photoexcitation of these
39 blends results in photoinduced charge separation between the
40 polymer and fullerene and charge transportation to the device
41 electrodes. While early models of device function employed
42 structural pictures of the photoactive layer based on the
43 formation of well-deﬁned, and chemically pure, polymer and
44 fullerene phases, it is now understood that many donor
45 polymers are highly miscible with fullerenes, forming complex
46 ﬁlm structures in which pure polymer and/or fullerene phases
47 coexist with a molecularly intermixed polymer−fullerene
48phase.4−9 Such complex, but more realistic, structural models
49are motivating studies of the correlations between ﬁlm
50morphology and the processes of charge generation and device
51function in OSC.6,8,10−19 In this study, we address this issue for
52blend ﬁlms and devices employing an amorphous donor
53polymer silaindacenodithiophene donor (SiIDT-DTBT) pre-
54viously shown to exhibit high miscibility with PCBM.20 Our
55study employs a range of blend ratios to modulate the blend
56morphology and both rigorous structural and spectroscopic
57characterization, allowing us to quantitatively analyze the
58correlations between blend structure and device performance.
59Charge photogeneration in OSC is the process of formation
60of dissociated, Coulombically unbound electrons and holes that
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61 can freely move through the ﬁlm generating photocurrent.
62 Charge generation is initiated by light absorption by the
63 polymer and/or the fullerene, forming singlet excited states
64 (called excitons) exhibiting ﬁnite diﬀusion lengths of typically
65 3−10 nm.21,22 This exciton diﬀusion length imposes a severe
66 limit on the maximum length scale of polymer−fullerene phase
67 separation in the blend ﬁlm for eﬃcient exciton dissociation.
68 For example, for an exciton diﬀusion length of 5 nm, requiring
69 90% of excitons to reach a donor:acceptor interface implies a
70 diﬀusion of ∼1.6 nm or pure domain diameter of ∼3.2 nm. For
71 some crystalline donor polymers, such as P3HT- and DPP-
72 based polymers, blend ﬁlms exhibit relatively modest polymer
73 photoluminescence (PL) quenching (60−80%), indicative of
74 the formation of pure polymer domains on length scales
75 approaching exciton diﬀusion lengths.23,24 However, most
76 polymer:fullerene blends employed in eﬃcient OSC show
77 very high polymer PL quenching yields (>95%), indicative of
78 very eﬃcient polymer exciton dissociation in a polymer:-
79 fullerene phase intermixed on a molecular length scale of <1−2
80 nm.25 Given that in most (but not all) blend ﬁlms polymer light
81 absorption is responsible for most photocurrent generation,
82 such intermixed domains will play a key role in photocurrent
83 generation, as has been suggested in recent studies.5,10,26 It is
84 important to note that such short length scales start to
85 approach the diameter of individual PC70BM molecules (∼1
86 nm) and the monomer repeat unit length (and exciton wave
87 function delocalization length) of many donor polymers.22,27,28
88 A further consideration for charge separation in such blend
89 ﬁlms is Coulomb attraction of photogenerated electrons and
90 holes after exciton dissociation, which can result in the
91 formation of bound electron−hole pairs. The Coulomb capture
92 radius of such electron−hole pairs is typically estimated in the
93 range of 2−20 nm (depending upon deﬁnition and means of
94 calculation/measurement) of a similar or longer length scale
95 than the length scale of phase segregation in the blend
96 ﬁlm.12,29,24 Unravelling these overlapping length scales, and
97 their impact on device performance, is therefore a signiﬁcant
98 challenge and the key focus of this article.
99 Charge recombination losses following exciton dissociation
100 play a key role in limiting OSC device eﬃciency.11,30,31 Taking
101 place primarily in the photoactive layer, these can be classiﬁed
102 as either geminate recombination, typically associated with
103 recombination of bound electron−hole pairs, and nongeminate
104 recombination of dissociated charges; both are thought to be
105 strongly dependent on ﬁlm nanomorphology.10,32 For example,
106recent ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS)
107studies and theoretical calculations have provided evidence
108that eﬃcient charge generation and dissociation (i.e., generating
109spatially uncorrelated electrons and holes) is associated with
110the tendency of PCBM to form pure,17,33,34 aggregated
111domains in most polymer:fullerene blend ﬁlms with a PCBM
112content above the “miscibility” threshold.6,10,29 Such pure
113PCBM domains have been suggested to provide a high density
114of highly delocalized acceptor states, allowing ultrafast electron
115delocalization aiding successful electron−hole dissociation.35,36
116Aggregation has also been suggested to increase the PCBM
117electron aﬃnity, creating an additional energetic oﬀset to aid
118charge separation.10,29 Analogous energetic shifts have been
119reported for polymer aggregation/crystallization.35 Recent
120Monte Carlo simulations have provided a theoretical frame-
121work for such observations, suggesting that the energetic oﬀsets
122between pure (aggregated) and mixed (amorphous) domains,
123as well as local energetic disorder, may aid the dissociation of
124Coulombically attracted electron−hole pairs.29,32
125In this study, we therefore investigate the relationship
126between photocurrent generation and ﬁlm structure on the
127nanometer length scale in the polymer:fullerene pair of
128silaindacenodithiophene (SiIDT-DTBT):PC70BM. SiIDT-
129DTBT (see Figure S1) is representative of a range of relatively
130amorphous indacenodithiophene-based polymers which have
131been shown to be highly miscible with PC70BM, while still
132sustaining eﬃcient photocurrent generation in optimal,
133typically 1:3, blend compositions.20 In the present study,
134blends with diﬀerent compositions were fabricated to allow us
135to study the impact of ﬁlm nanostructure on the charge
136generation dynamics. In particular, employing this approach, we
137investigate whether photophysical descriptions of charge
138separation determined the highly crystalline model blend
139system pBTTT:PCBM15,17,37−39 can be extended to an
140amorphous blend more representative of many technologically
141relevant OPV blends and determine in particular the relevant
142structural and photophysical length scales in this amorphous
143blend which determine the eﬃciency of charge separation.
144Using a combination of electron microscopy and photo-
145luminescence spectroscopy, we identify that this material
146system forms a single polymer:fullerene phase in the blends
147with low fullerene composition and a mix of pure fullerene and
148intermixed polymer:fullerene phases in the blends with excess
149fullerene. Time-resolved spectroscopy of ﬁlms and devices
150reveal that initial electron transfer is independent of the
Figure 1. (a) Representative TEM images of the SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blends with 1:1, 1:2, and 1:4 compositions, at which the appearance of pure
fullerene domains is observed. (b) Normalized photoluminescence spectra of ﬁve SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blends excited at 510 nm. The emission of
PC70BM is corrected for light absorption at the excitation wavelength. SiIDT-DTBT emission is included as a reference.
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151 structure of the ﬁlms, and it takes place primarily within the
152 intermixed polymer:fullerene phase on a subpicosecond time
153 scale. Geminate charge recombination on the nanosecond time
154 scale is however highly sensitive to the structure of the ﬁlms. Its
155 suppression requires the formation of fullerene aggregates
156 within the Coulomb capture radius of the blend (estimated
157 herein to be approximately 3−5 nm), providing an energy
158 landscape for eﬃcient electron migration away from the hole.
159 At suboptimal PC70BM compositions, while eﬃcient charge
160 collection is still possible under strong reverse voltage bias,
161 both geminate and nongeminate charge recombination severely
162 limit photocurrent generation under short-circuit conditions.
2. RESULTS
f1 163 Morphology of SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM Blends. Figure 1a
164 presents the TEM images of spin-coated SiIDT-
165 DTBT:PC70BM blend ﬁlms with 1:1, 1:2, and 1:4 polymer:-
166 fullerene weight ratios. A clear evolution in the structure of the
167 ﬁlms is seen with the addition of excess fullerene to the blend.
168 The TEM image of the 1:1 blend appears mostly uniform,
169 indicating the ﬁlm is dominated by one highly intermixed
170 polymer−fullerene phase rather than a mix of phase-separated
171 polymer and fullerene phases. This result is consistent with the
172 highly amorphous nature of SiIDT-DTBT, which shows no
173 clear signatures of π−π or lamellar stacking in wide-angle X-ray
174 scattering measurements of unannealed as-cast ﬁlms.20 The
175 TEM images of the 1:2 and 1:4 blends are however much
176 coarser, consisting of contrasting dark and bright patches,
177 indicating the separation of fullerene-rich domains (dark areas)
178 out of the intermixed phase.40 The fullerene domains appear
179 with approximate diameters of ∼1.7 and 4 nm in the 1:2 and
180 1:4 blend, respectively (as estimated from the TEM images).
181 These fullerene domains appear embedded with a paler regions
182 assigned to the intermixed phase, with the widths of these
183 intermixed regions being approximately ∼3 and ∼1 nm for the
184 1:2 and 1:4 blends, respectively. The mixed domain appears
185 more interconnected through the ﬁlm.
186 Photoluminescence quenching was used as a further probe of
187 blend morphology. Figure 1b compares the relative photo-
188 luminescence intensities of ﬁve SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blends
189 with 4:1, 2:1, 1:2, 1:4, and 1:10 weight ratios after ﬁlm
190 excitation at 510 nm as well as neat SiIDT-DTBT and PC70BM
191 ﬁlms. The absorption of the ﬁlms agrees with previously
192 published spectra and is included in the Supporting
193 Information.20 The SiIDT-DTBT photoluminescence is very
194 strongly quenched in all blends reaching ∼98% for the 4:1
195 blend and >99% for all others. Such high yields of quenching
196 are consistent with the morphological picture built by our TEM
197 analysis and conﬁrms that SiIDT-DTBT and PC70BM are
198 highly miscible and tend to form an intimately mixed
199 polymer:fullerene phase instead of pure polymer domains
200 even in blends with 80% polymer.
201 In contrast to the high polymer emission quenching, the
202 PC70BM emission is only fully quenched in the polymer-rich
203 4:1 and 2:1 blends. More modest fullerene PL quenching is
204 observed in the 1:2 blend, while the fullerene-rich 1:4 and 1:10
205 blends show strong fullerene emission. These reductions in
206 fullerene PL quenching coincide with the appearance of
207 detectable pure fullerene domains in the TEM images of the
208 1:2 and 1:4 blends (Figure 1b). These PL quenching data allow
209 us to approximate the size of the PC70BM-rich domains by
210 using a simple model based on PC70BM exciton diﬀusion in a
211 pure spherical domain with quenching at the domain
212interface.10 Assuming a unity quantum yield of the fullerene
213exciton quenching at the fullerene/polymer interface, we can
214use the equation L = Lex(1 − PLQ)1/2 to estimate the radius of
215the PC70BM domains. Here, L is the mean distance the exciton
216travels before quenching, PLQ is the photoluminescence
217quenching yield, and Lex is the fullerene exciton diﬀusion
218length. We use the known diﬀusion length of PCBM excitons
219of 3.2−5 nm, determined experimentally with time-resolved
220laser spectroscopic techniques.41,42 Using this analysis, we
221obtain L values of 1.8−2.9 nm in the 1:4 ﬁlm and 1.0−1.5 nm
222in the 1:2 ﬁlm, indicating pure fullerene domain diameters of
2233.6−5.8 nm in the 1:4 blend and 2−3 nm in the 1:2 blend.
224 t1Table 1 summarizes the results from the PL and the TEM
225analysis of the domain sizes, which show good agreement
226between these two measurements. In summary, we conclude
227that the SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blends with high polymer
228loading consist of a single intermixed polymer:fullerne phase,
229while the blends with excess fullerene consist of two coexisting
230phases that are a pure fullerene and a ﬁnely intermixed
231polymer−fullerene phase.
232Exciton Dynamics and Charge Generation. Ultrafast
233transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) was used to
234investigate the impact of ﬁlm morphology on the excited
235state dynamics in the SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM 4:1, 2:1, 1:2, and
2361:4 blends and a neat SiIDT-DTBT ﬁlm. Representative
237transient absorption spectra of the SiIDT-DTBT ﬁlm and the
238 f24:1 blend ﬁlm are presented in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively.
239All data were collected with an excitation at 630 nm, which
240corresponds to the maximum of the polymer absorption, in
241order to study the charge generation dynamics from SiIDT-
242DTBT excitons. The neat SiIDT-DTBT ﬁlm shows a broad
243exited state absorption peak with a maximum at ∼1200 nm,
244which we assign to singlet exciton absorption because of its
245short lifetime (30 ps half-life) and ample literature assigning
246these types of NIR signals to polymer singlet excited states.43
247Residual photoinduced absorption with a maximum at ∼1050
248nm is also observed in the spectra at longer time delays,
249matching the absorption of the triplet exciton of SiIDT-DTBT
250recorded using microsecond transient absorption spectrosco-
251py.44 We hence identify that the polymer singlet exciton can
252undergo intersystem crossing to the triplet manifold.
253In the ﬁrst picosecond after excitation, the TA spectrum of
254the 4:1 blend in Figure 2b evolves from polymer exciton-like
255into a new absorption spectrum that has a band centered at
256∼1000 nm. This is then followed by peak shifting from 1000 to
2571150 nm in the following nanosecond. We assign the ﬁrst
258spectral evolution to the dissociation of the polymer exciton via
259electron transfer, which leads to the formation of an electron on
Table 1. Domain Widths (Diameters) of PCBM and
Intermixed Phases Estimated from TEM and PL Results
polymer/
PCBM blend
ratio
intermixed phase
width from TEM
[nm]
PCBM domain
size from PLQa
[nm]
PCBM domain
size from TEM
[nm]
4:1 n/a <1 n/a
2:1 n/a <1 n/a
1:1 continuous <1 <1
1:2 3.1 ± 1 2−3 1.7 ± 1
1:4 ∼1 3.6−5.8 4.0 ± 1
1:10 n/a 4.6−7.6 n/a
aEmploying 3.1−5 nm PCBM exciton diﬀusion length.
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260 PC70BM and a hole on the polymer; thus, the 1000 nm band is
261 assigned to polymer hole polaron absorption. The subsequent
262 red-shift of this band may be explained by polaron thermal-
263 isation within the hole density of states.45,46 On the basis of the
264 peak positions of the initial and relaxed hole polarons, we
265 calculate a relaxation energy of ∼160 meV, suggesting
266 signiﬁcant disorder in the blend, as expected for the ﬁlms of
267 the relatively amorphous SiIDT-DTBT. A similar degree of
268 disorder (∼70 meV) has been observed for the likewise
269 amorphous PCDTBT:PCBM system.47
270 Figure 2c shows the transient absorption dynamics for the
271 4:1 blend at two representative wavelengths: 1250 nm,
272 dominated by polymer exciton absorption in the ﬁrst
273 picosecond and then by the weaker polaron absorption at
274 longer times, and 850 nm, where the polaron absorption
275 exceeds that of the singlet exciton. The 1250 nm signal exhibits
276 a rapid exponential decay phase with a half-time of 0.5 ps,
277 which correlates with a similarly rapid rise of the polaron signal
278 at 850 nm. We assign this signal dynamics to electron transfer
279 from SiIDT-DTBT singlet excitons to PC70BM. This decay is
280 60 times faster than the 30 ps decay observed for the neat
281 SiIDT-DTBT ﬁlms, and it is therefore in excellent quantitative
282 agreement with our PL quenching estimate (98%) for this
283 blend composition. We note that the initial transient absorption
284 at 1250 nm in the 4:1 blend is only ∼20% lower than the
285 absorption of the exciton in neat SiIDT-DTBT, suggesting only
286 a small contribution of faster carrier generation within our
287 instrument response (200 fs). We also add that the apparent
288 nanosecond rise in the 1250 nm kinetic corresponds to spectral
289red-shifting due to polaron relaxation rather than any polaron
290generation, as discussed in the previous paragraph. This signal
291red-shifting is also observed for all blend compositions.
292In addition to the kinetics of the 4:1 blend, Figure 2c
293includes the transient absorption decay at 1250 nm for the
294other three studied blends of SiIDT:DTBT:PC70BM: 2:1, 1:2,
295and 1:4. We can thus compare the time scales of exciton
296dissociation as a function of ﬁlm morphology. While the SiIDT-
297DTBT exciton in the 4:1 blend decays with a 0.5 ps time
298constant, the lifetime of the polymer exciton in the 2:1 blend is
299signiﬁcantly shortened, limited by our instrument response
300(200 fs). The fullerene-rich 1:2 blend only shows a minor
301singlet exciton feature decaying on a subpicosecond time scale,
302suggesting that for this blend the electron transfer is mostly
303completed within 200 fs, too. This result is congruent with
304numerous studies of other polymer:fullerene systems also
305showing ultrafast charge generation.33,47 This decrease of the
306time constant of electron transfer is consistent with previously
307observed results for PCDBT:PCBM blends48 and can be
308explained with slightly delayed exciton diﬀusion-limited
309electron transfer in the 4:1 blend and perhaps in the 2:1
310blend and matches the morphological picture built by our PL
311and TEM results.
312Geminate Charge Recombination Dynamics. Accord-
313ing to Figure 2c, the electron transfer from polymer excitons is
314a fast process with a near unity eﬃciency (>98%) for all SiIDT-
315DTBT:PC70BM blends. It can be considered as essentially
316independent of ﬁlm morphology from the prospective of
317overall photocurrent generation yields as the diﬀerence in
Figure 2. Transient absorption spectra at diﬀerent times after photoexcitation of (a) neat SiIDT-DTBT and (b) 4:1 SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blend.
(c) Single wavelength kinetics of the neat SiIDT-DTBT and the 4:1, 2:1, 1:2, and 1:4 SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blends excited at the maximum of the
polymer absorption band at 630 nm with 6 μJ cm−2 and probed at 1200 nm. The 850 nm kinetic of the 4:1 blend is also included to the graph to
show the growth of the polaron signal simultaneously with the decay of the polymer singlet exciton. All spectra and traces were normalized for ﬁlm
absorption at the excitation wavelength.
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318 exciton quenching between diﬀerent compositions is just 2%. In
319 this section, we focus on the dynamics of photogenerated
320 charges after the completion of the electron transfer process.
321 We therefore recorded the polaron decay dynamics of the 4:1
f3 322 blend as a function of light intensity (Figure 3a) and the 4:1,
323 2:1, 1:2, and 1:4 blends as a function of ﬁlm composition
324 (Figure 3b). All kinetic traces represent the integrated polaron
325 signals from 10 ps to 6 ns time delays. The integration was
326performed in the accessible 850−1400 nm spectral range to
327more accurately assess the hole recombination dynamics
328between the diﬀerent blends.49
329Figure 3a presents the time trace of the integrated diﬀerential
330absorption in the 4:1 blend recorded at four diﬀerent light
331excitation intensities, corresponding to initial exciton densities
332between 2.2 × 1017 and 122 × 1017 cm−3. These correspond to
333average singlet exciton separations of 17 nm for the lowest
334excitation intensity and 4.4 nm for the highest excitation
335intensity, assuming a uniform distribution of the excitons in the
336ﬁlm. The decay dynamics of this signal, assigned to the loss of
337polaron absorption due to charge recombination, is intensity
338independent for the two lowest excitation densities used,
339corresponding to exciton separation distances of 9.9 and 17 nm.
340This indicates that the observed polaron recombination is
341dominated by geminate electron−hole recombination at these
342light density levels. Our assignment to geminate recombination
343is further supported by our successful ﬁtting of the polaron
344 f4decay in Figure 4a with a single-exponential function, indicating
345a ﬁrst-order recombination dynamics. From the magnitude of
346the decay, we can estimate that this geminate charge
347recombination is responsible for ∼30% polaron signal loss in
348this 4:1 blend ﬁlm. A further increase in the light excitation
349intensity (corresponding to singlet exciton separation of 5.5
350nm) leads to strong reduction of the polaron lifetime, assigned
351to the increasing dominance of nongeminate charge recombi-
352nation on the polaron decay kinetics. Such fast nongeminate
353recombination is possible when more than one geminate
354electron−hole pair is generated within the volume of one
355bound pair. We can therefore estimate an eﬀective radius for
356these bound electron−hole pairs of ∼3−5 nm (i.e., a diameter
357between the employed singlet exciton separations of 5.5 and 9.9
358nm).This eﬀective radius can be seen as the average carrier
359separation of dynamic electron−hole pairs over the time scales
360of geminate recombination.29 Our value of this eﬀective radius
361suggests that geminate electron−hole dissociation can be
362considered complete when the two charges are over 3−5 nm
363apart. We note that this electron−hole pair radius is of similar
364magnitude to estimates of the Coulomb capture radius in such
365blends from a range of modeling and simulations stud-
366ies.24,29,32,50−52
367Figure 3b compares the polaron recombination dynamics of
368SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM as a function of blend composition,
Figure 3. (a) Excitation ﬂuence dependence of the decay of the hole
polarons in the 4:1 blend. (b) Decay dynamics of the hole polarons for
the SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blends with diﬀerent fullerene loading in
the limit of low excitation ﬂuences (1−6 μJ cm−2). The solid lines
represent single-exponential ﬁts to the experimental data.
Figure 4. (a) Transient absorption decays on the μs time scale of the SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blends (4:1, 2:1, 1:2, 1:4, and 1:10). The traces are
corrected for the ﬁlm thickness to give a measure of the polaron density in the ﬁlm. The solids lines represent power law ﬁts to the dynamics. Signals
were acquired at 850 nm after excitation of the polymer absorption band at 630 nm. The excitation ﬂuence was adjusted for each ﬁlm to generate
near identical polaron densities. (b) Excitation ﬂuence dependence of the recombination dynamics in the 1:10 blend recorded with a 630 nm
excitation and probed at 850 nm.
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369 which allows us to study the impact of fullerene aggregation on
370 the geminate recombination dynamics. The polaron decays
371 were recorded for excitation densities that generated intensity
372 independent signal decays. According to our results, the 4:1 and
373 2:1 blends show a similar level of signal loss due to geminate
374 recombination that is 30% at 6 ns. The blends with excess
375 fullerene show much lower signal loss that accounts for 16% for
376 the 1:2 blend and 0% within our noise levels for the 1:4 blend.
377 The corresponding time constants of geminate recombination
378 are 2.1 ± 0.1 ns for the 4:1 and 2:1 blends and of 1.8 ± 0.2 ns
379 for the 1:2 blend estimated from single-exponential ﬁtting of
380 the kinetics (within the experimentally available time range).
381 This result indicates the strong impact of fullerene aggregation
382 on the electron−hole polaron pair dissociation probability,
383 leading to a near complete removal of the sub-6 ns geminate
384 charge recombination losses in the high fullerene loading ﬁlm
385 of 1:4.
386 Nongeminate Carrier Recombination. Transient absorp-
387 tion spectroscopy on the microsecond time scale was carried
388 out to analyze the nongeminate charge recombination losses in
389 SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM ﬁlms as a function of composition and
390 light intensity. Single wavelength kinetics acquired at 850 nm
391 are plotted in Figure 4a for the 4:1, 2:1, 1:2, and 1:4 blends.
392 They were successfully ﬁtted with a power law function of the
393 type OD = tα with α = −0.64 to −0.39 providing evidence for
394 trap-assisted bimolecular charge recombination in the ﬁlms,
395 typically observed for highly disordered semiconductors with an
396 exponential charge trap state distribution.53 The 4:1 and 2:1
397 blends have almost identical recombination dynamics, while the
398 1:2 and 1:4 blends show a signiﬁcant deceleration of the charge
399 recombination. This observation is consistent with the expected
400 impact of the addition of excess PC70BM to the blends, leading
401 to the formation of nanometer-sized PC70BM aggregates which
402 aid the spatial separation of electrons and holes and slow charge
403 recombination.
404 The excitation intensity dependence of charge recombination
405 is presented for the 1:10 blend composition, shown in Figure
406 4b. At early times up to 2 μs after photoexcitation, it is apparent
407 that the kinetics become faster with increasing excitation
408 density, assigned as previously to trap ﬁlling at high excitation
409 densities, resulting in increased dominance of free carrier
410 recombination. The recombination dynamics after 2 μs are
411 independent of excitation density, with the signal varying only
412 in amplitude. Such dynamics are typical of trapping/detrapping
413 limited recombination.53,54
414 Charge Dynamics and Device Performance. SiIDT-
415 DTBT:PCB70BM devices with four diﬀerent blend ratios (4:1,
416 2:1, 1:2, and 1:4) were fabricated with standard ITO/
417 PEDOT:PSS/Blend/Ca/Al architectures. The device J−V
418 curves measured under simulated 1 sun AM1.5 conditions are
419 included in the Supporting Information. The data show that the
420 1:4 blend is the most eﬃcient device with a power conversion
421 eﬃciency of 3.7%, which is consistent with the reported
422 eﬃciencies for SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM devices.
20 The photo-
423 current responses of the devices with diﬀerent compositions
424 were recorded under a wide range of applied bias, from −24 to
425 1.5 V, to study the eﬀect of fullerene aggregation on the
426 photocurrent generation properties of SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM.
427 In order to allow for a direct comparison between our device
428 photocurrent and TAS data, we used red light illumination
429 spectrally centered at 630 nm, the excitation wavelength
430 employed in our TAS experiments (spectrum shown in Figure
431 S3).
432 f5Figure 5a presents the photocurrent densities generated by
433the devices under 630 nm excitation obtained after the
434subtraction of the devices’ dark current. Very diﬀerent bias
435dependent behavior and photocurrent yields are observed
436between the devices with a diﬀerent fullerene loading. The
437device short circuit currents (JSC) vary widely between −1.1 mA
438cm−2 for the 1:4 device and −0.06 mA cm−2 for the 4:1 device.
439The generation of albeit small short circuit photocurrent by the
4404−1 device indicates the possibility for charge extraction even
441from the highly intermixed polymer:fullerene blends. The
442blends with high fullerene loading show improved JSC
443accompanied by an increase in device ﬁll factor and open
444circuit voltage (VOC) which are normally associated with slower
445nongeminate charge recombination due to the formation of
446electron percolation pathways. It is apparent that the corrected
447photocurrents of the fullerene-rich devices (1:2 and 1:4) are
448almost saturating at short circuit, and only increase slightly
449under reverse bias. In contrast, the high polymer loading (4:1
450and 2:1) devices only exhibit signiﬁcant photocurrents under a
451strong reverse bias, indicative of a requirement for strong
Figure 5. (a) Corrected photocurrent characteristics (−24 to 0 V,
scatter) and standard JV curve (0 to 1.5 V, solid) of diﬀerent blend
composition SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM devices under continuous red
light illumination. (b) Correlation between hole polaron density as
determined by TAS at diﬀerent times after photoexcitation and device
internal quantum eﬃciencies under short-circuit conditions (IQESc)
and strong reverse bias (IQEReverse Bias). All quantities were corrected
for the ﬁlm absorption at 630 nm (the excitation wavelength in our
TAS), losses due to PCBM exciton emission (only in 1:4 blend) and
normalized to the 1:4 device. Care has been taken to minimize the
diﬀerences between the initial carrier densities between diﬀerent ﬁlms
and the microsecond and femtosecond measurements (Table S2). To
estimate the eﬀect of electrode reﬂections, we calculated an upper limit
of the IQEReverse Bias (normalization by absorption times 1) and a lower
limit (normalization by the absorption times 2).
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452 electric ﬁelds to drive charge extraction on time scales fast
453 enough to compete with nongeminate recombination.
454 In Figure 5b, we compare the photocurrent densities
455 generated by the SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM devices at short circuit
456 (JSC) and high reverse bias (JReverse Bias) where a plateau region is
457 reached. The device data are plotted together with the temporal
458 evolution of the polaron yields as received from our TAS results
459 presented in Figures 3 and 4. The device photocurrent data are
460 corrected for active layer absorption and PLQ and then
461 normalized to the 1:4 blend; as such, the data points can be
462 understood as relative internal quantum eﬃciencies with
463 respect to the best 1:4 blend (IQEReverse Bias). The device
464 absorption at 630 nm was estimated from top electrode-free
465 devices and does not include possible contributions from
466 interference eﬀects. The polaron yield determined by TAS is
467 also normalized to the 1:4 blend to allow the direct comparison
468 of the TAS and device data as a function of blend composition.
469 According to the results in Figure 5b, IQEReverse Bias is to a ﬁrst
470 approximation independent of fullerene loading, thus suggest-
471 ing that the device photocurrent generation at the plateau
472 region (very high reverse bias) is very eﬃcient for all blends,
473 and it is therefore independent of ﬁlm morphology. This
474 implies there is no need for pure fullerene domain formation
475 for eﬃcient charge generation to be achieved. This is in
476 agreement with our ultrafast TAS results for the blend ﬁlms.
477 Furthermore, photogenerated carriers can be extracted in a
478 highly eﬃcient way under high reverse bias, even from highly
479 intermixed device active layers. We note that due to
480 approximate nature of this analysis, and the modest level of
481 geminate losses even in the 4:1 blend, we cannot determine
482 whether geminately bound carriers can be harnessed under
483 strong reverse bias. The composition-dependent polaron yields
484 at long delay times (400 and 1500 ns), however, show some
485 correlation with the composition-dependent evolution of the
486 IQESC, suggesting that device photocurrent densities at short
487 circuit may correlate with this time scale polaron yields as
488 estimate with TAS.55,56
3. DISCUSSION
489 The spectroscopy and microscopy results presented herein
490 allow us to develop a quantitative morphological picture of the
491 SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM ﬁlms on the nanometer length scale as a
492 function of blend composition and relate it to the charge
493 generation dynamics in the ﬁlms. On the basis of these data, we
f6 494 can divide the blend ﬁlms into two main categories as depicted
495 f6in Figure 6a. In the ﬁrst category, for blends with less than 50
496wt % of PC70BM, we observe only one phase of highly
497intermixed polymer:fuellerene molecules, while the second
498category for ﬁlms with >50 wt % of PC70BM, we observe two
499distinct ﬁlm phases comprising a pure fullerene phase and
500intermixed polymer:fullerene phase. Such morphologies are
501expected for amorphous conjugated polymers like SiIDT-
502DTBT and have previously been reported for the popular
503PTB7 and PCDTBT polymers which are known to form
504polymer−fullerene blends with a very high degree of material
505mixing.8 In these ﬁlms, pure fullerene phases appear at a certain
506miscibility threshold, above which fullerene domains can grow
507bigger than a few nanometers in diameter. The formation of
508pure, aggregated PCBM phases has been proposed to be a key
509factor in the separation of charges in such photovoltaic devices
510as it both increases the delocalization of the fullerene acceptor
511states and provides an interfacial energy oﬀset to stabilize
512charge separation.34
513In the intermixed phase, dominating the 4:1 blend, we ﬁnd
514that the polymer PL quenching eﬃciency is >98%, in
515agreement with our TA assay of polymer singlet exciton
516decay dynamics. Assuming a typical polymer exciton diﬀusion
517length (Lex) of 5−10 nm, this indicates an extremely short
518average diﬀusion distance for polymer excitons before meeting
519a fullerene of 0.7−1.4 nm. Assuming a uniform distribution
520within a single, molecularly intermixed phase, an average spatial
521separation of PC70BM molecules in the ﬁlm of ∼3 nm can be
522estimated using typical polymer and fullerene densities (0.8 and
5231.6 g/cm3, respectively). This implies that a polymer exciton
524would need to diﬀuse only 1.5 nm to be quenched by a
525fullerene (neglecting wave function delocalization), which is in
526agreement with our estimate of the average polymer exciton
527diﬀusion distance estimated above. We note that even for this
528lowest fullerene composition blend a 1.5 nm diﬀusion distance
529is similar to the length of 2 benzothiadiazole units along the
530polymer chain, and to the probable delocalization of the
531polymer exciton, as implied from TD-DFT calculations.44 For
532higher fullerene compositions, we observe essentially instanta-
533neous (<200 fs) polymer exciton dissociation without any
534requirement for exciton diﬀusion. These results indicate that
535the fullerene composition in the intermixed domain is high
536enough such that photoexcitations always generate excitons
537eﬀectively directly adjacent to a fullerene. They also show that
538charge generation can be eﬃcient in intermixed polymer:-
539fullerene phases without the presence of pure fullerene
Figure 6. Summary of the blend composition dependence of the geminate losses, nongeminate recombination lifetimes, and PLQ of the blend
constituents as a morphological assay. (a) Schematic representation of the charge photogeneration and carrier recombination process in SiIDT-
DTBT:PCBM devices of for a high polymer loading blend (left) and a high PCBM loading blend (right). Red represents hole density and blue
electron density (b).
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540 domains, which is consistent with the frequent reports of
541 polymer:fullerene blends that exhibit very high polymer
542 photoluminescence quenching yields (with the exception
543 being blends with crystalline donor polymers which can exhibit
544 large pure polymer domains).23,25,57,58 Overall, the presence of
545 this molecularly intermixed phase ensures that dissociation of
546 the polymer excitons is very eﬃcient with an overall yield of
547 >99% for all the blends studied, except for the 4:1 where we
548 estimate a minimal 2% loss.
549 In addition to a molecularly intermixed phase, the SiIDT-
550 DTBT:PC70BM ﬁlms also form a second fullerene-rich phase at
551 high fullerene blend compositions, as in the 1:2 and 1:4 blends
552 studied herein. Our results and conclusions on the impact of
553 this morphology change upon blend function are illustrated in
554 Figure 6. From the TEM and PLQ results summarized in Table
555 1, we estimate the diameter of the PC70BM aggregates to be 4−
556 6 nm in the 1:4 blend and 2−3 nm in the 1:2 blend. We
557 observed from PLQ that the formation of such large fullerene
558 domains results in a signiﬁcant fullerene exciton decay to
559 ground state during fullerene exciton diﬀusion, as illustrated in
560 Figure 6a, corresponding to an ∼20% loss of quantum yield for
561 the 1:4 blend, which will result in some loss of photocurrent
562 generation. Similar losses in the dissociation yields of the
563 fullerene excitons have been reported previously and are
564 understood in terms of diﬀusion-limited exciton dissociation
565 due to pure fullerene domain formation with sizes similar to or
566 bigger than the fullerene exciton diﬀusion length, 3−5 nm.40,59
567 However, the presence of these domains also plays a key role in
568 reducing geminate and nongeminate charge recombination
569 losses within the blend, as we discuss below, such that optimum
570 device performance is achieved at higher (1:3 or 1:4) blend
571 ratios.
572 After concluding that polymer excitons are eﬃciently
573 separated in all SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM compositions, we
574 focus on the impact of fullerene aggregation on the dissociation
575 of the polarons generated by exciton separation and in
576 particular upon the role of this aggregation in reducing
577 geminate and nongeminate recombination losses. From Figure
578 3 we ﬁnd that intensity-independent polaron recombination on
579 the nanosecond time scale assigned to geminate charge
580 recombination is signiﬁcant in blends lacking pure fullerene
581 domains. However, this geminate recombination loss pathway
582 is composition dependent, leading to a 30% charge loss in the
583 4:1 and 2:1 blends, 16% in the 1:2 blend, and 0% in the 1:4
584 blend (Figure 6a). This result is in agreement with our recent
585 report of ﬁeld independent charge photogeneration in an
586 operating SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM 1:3 device, and it shows that
587 the formation of pure fullerene domains within the SiIDT-
588 DTBT:PC70BM intermixed phase has a strong impact on the
589 charge separation dynamics of this polymer:fullerene blend.
590 This result is also consistent with a recent report that in blends
591 with the crystalline polymer PbTTT fullerene aggregation can
592 substantially suppress geminate recombination losses and a
593 previous report that blends with higher fullerene composition
594 exhibit a weaker requirement for a large LUMO level energy
595 oﬀset to avoid geminate recombination losses.60,61 We note
596 that both theoretical and experimental studies have demon-
597 strated that fullerene aggregation can impact upon charge
598 dissociation by creating an additional energy oﬀset between
599 pure and mixed domains due to well-dispersed fullerenes
600 having a 0.1 eV higher electron aﬃnity than the aggregated
601 fullerenes.10 In addition, such fullerene aggregation provides
602more delocalized electron states and a higher electron mobility
603to facilitate electron motion away from the fullerene.34
604Increased fullerene composition also correlates with slower
605nongeminate charge recombination and improved charge
606extraction. The retardation of nongeminate recombination
607with fullerene aggregation, as summarized in Figure 6a, most
608probably derives from the localization of electrons in the
609aggregated fullerene domains due to the increase in fullerene
610electron aﬃnity with aggregation, thereby increasing the spatial
611separation of electrons and holes.29 We note that at low
612fullerene compositions charge collection at short circuit
613becomes very ineﬃcient due to both faster nongeminate
614recombination and most probably slower electron transport
615due to the absence of pure fullerene domains.11,62 In contrast,
616at strong reverse bias, charge collection becomes eﬃcient
617independent of fullerene composition, indicating that strong
618electric ﬁelds can enable eﬃcient charge extraction for all
619blends and consistent with our observation of eﬃcient charge
620generation for all the blend compositions studied herein.
621From our studies at low fullerene compositions, a key
622observation is that at high laser excitations densities non-
623geminate recombination can become faster than geminate
624recombination. This allows us to estimate the average
625separation of the bound polaron pairs undergoing geminate
626recombination in the molecular intermixed phase to be 3−5
627nm. It is apparent that that this distance is large enough such
628that several fullerenes reside in the volume spanned by each
629bound polaron pair, thus providing accessible electron
630accepting sites for random electron hopping during the lifetime
631of bound electron−hole pairs in the intermixed phase (and
632most likely for also analogous polymer polaron motion). The
633large average separation of these bound charges can be most
634obviously attributed to the balance between Coulomb
635attraction, which will tend to pull the charges together, and
636local energetic inhomogeneities, which will tend to favor partial
637separation of the charges at local energetic minima. We note
638the behavior of these geminate pairs is likely to evolve with time
639as the charges become increasingly trapped at these local
640energetic minima.
641The size of the bound polaron pairs (3−5 nm) determined
642herein is large compared to the phase segregation length scales
643determined from our TEM and PL quenching data (intermixed
644region widths of 1−3 nm). As such, it can be concluded that
645geminate pairs generated in an intermixed phase do not need to
646diﬀuse as bound pairs within the mixed phase to access an
647interface with fullerene domains. Rather, at least for blend
648compositions ≥67% fullerene, fullerene domains will be present
649within the diameter of such geminate pair, enabling these
650fullerene domains to directly aid the dissociation of these
651geminate pairs. This conclusion is consistent with the results of
652kinetic studies from the model blend system pBTTT:PCBM
653and P3HT:PCBM that the presence of fullerene aggregates
654suppresses geminate recombination10,15,17,36−38 and indicates
655that the results obtained for this highly crystalline system,
656which forms polymer:fullerene cocrystals, can be extended to
657the more amorphous blends often employed in OPV devices. It
658is also consistent with the suppression of geminate recombi-
659nation by these fullerene aggregates occurring directly upon
660polaron formation, without requiring a subsequent slow
661diﬀusion process, as recently concluded for the pBTTT:PCBM
662by Banerji et al.37
663On the basis of our morphological and functional data
664results, we can build a more complete picture of the charge
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665 separation dynamics in the amorphous blends studied herein
666 and in particular the impact of fullerene aggregation. This is
667 summarized in Figure 6b where we distinguish between the two
668 types of morphologies of the SiIDT-DTBT:PC70BM blends:
669 one with just an intermixed polymer:fullerene phase (the 4:1
670 blend) and another with both intermixed and pure phases (the
671 1:4 blend). These ﬁgures are drawn to scale based on our
672 morphology analyses detailed above. The 3−5 nm radius of
673 bound polaron pairs formed in the absence of aggregated
674 fullerene domains is included as the shaded gray circle. In the
675 4:1 blend, photoexcitation results in both the generation of
676 bound electron−hole pairs which undergo geminate recombi-
677 nation (∼30% yield) and the generation of dissociated charge
678 carriers (the remaining 70%). This ability to generate
679 dissociated charges (albeit with only a 70% yield) in the
680 absence of fullerene domains is most probably associated with
681 the reasonably large energy oﬀset ΔECS driving charge
682 generation in this blend.30,63−65 However, the absence of any
683 phase structure to drive spatial separation of electrons and
684 holes, and the absence of pure fullerene domains to facilitate
685 rapid electron transport, these dissociated charges undergo
686 relatively fast nongeminate recombination losses and a poor
687 charge collection eﬃciency (except under strong reverse bias).
688 The presence of aggregated fullerene domains suppresses the
689 formation of bound charge pairs and the resultant geminate
690 recombination losses. Using our TEM analysis, we estimate that
691 the size of the intermixed phase in the 1:4 blend is ∼1 nm,
692 while the fullerene domains have an average diameter of ∼4
693 nm. This means that in the 1:4 blend, experiencing no
694 measurable geminate charge recombination losses, the size of
695 the electron−hole pairs (generated by polymer excitons in the
696 intermixed phase) extends over neighboring pure fullerene
697 domains. Considering these overlapping length scales, it is easy
698 to understand that pure fullerene domains present in this blend,
699 which provide both more delocalized electron acceptor orbitals
700 and an increased electron aﬃnity, are able to suppress the
701 formation of bound polaron pairs and therefore prevent
702 signiﬁcant geminate recombination losses in this blend.
4. CONCLUSIONS
703 The photoactive ﬁlms studied herein comprise blends of an
704 amorphous “push−pull” low bandgap polymer SiIDT-DTBT
705 with the fullerene acceptor PC70BM. Our TEM and PLQ
706 morphology analyses indicate the presence of a singlet
707 molecularly intermixed phase at low fullerene compositions,
708 while at high fullerene compositions a biphasic morphology is
709 observed with both an intermixed phase and pure fullerene
710 domains. Exciton diﬀusion limitations within the pure fullerene
711 domains provide a modest limitation on photocurrent
712 generation from fullerene excitons. Eﬃcient charge generation
713 from polymer excitons is observed for all blend ﬁlms studied,
714 independent of the presence of aggregated fullerene domains.
715 However, in the absence of pure fullerene domains, ∼30% of
716 these photogenerated charges undergo geminate recombina-
717 tion. In addition, for these low fullerene content blends,
718 eﬃcient charge collection is only possible at strong reverse bias,
719 attributed to faster nongeminate recombination and slower
720 electron transport in the absence of pure fullerene domains. In
721 biphasic blends with higher fullerene loadings, the presence of
722 pure fullerene domains suppresses geminate recombination
723 losses. This is attributed to the radius of bound polaron pairs,
724 herein estimated to be 3−5 nm, being larger than the width of
725 the intermixed regions (1−3 nm) such that all photogenerated
726electrons are able to directly access pure fullerene domains,
727facilitating their spatial separation from photogenerated holes.
728Our results therefore provide a clear picture of the impact of
729photocurrent generation in these blend ﬁlms, with exciton
730dissociation occurring within molecular intermixed polymer/
731fullerene domains, but with the presence of pure fullerene
732domains being critical to suppress both geminate and
733nongeminate recombination losses and to enable eﬃcient
734charge extraction and device performance.
5. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
735Materials. The polymers studied here are synthesized by
736copolymerization of SiIDT with and 4,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-
737benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (DTBT) following published pro-
738cedures.20 The electron acceptor in this study is [6,6]-Phenyl-
739C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM) purchased from
740Sigma-Aldrich.
741OPV Device and Thin Film Preparation. ITO-coated
742glass substrates (Psiotec, 15 Ω sq−1) were cleaned by
743successively sonicating in detergent DI water, DI water,
744acetone, and isopropanol. The substrates were then exposed
745to oxygen plasma cleaner (Diner Femto) for 7 min.
746PEDOT:PSS (HC Starck, Baytron P AI 4083) was ﬁltered
747through a 0.45 μm RC ﬁlter and deposited by spin-coating
748(3500 rpm, 30 s). The PEDOT/PSS layer was then annealed
749on a hot plate in air (150 °C, 20 min).
750The polymer SiIDT-DTBT and PC70BM solutions were
751dissolved in chlorobenzene (>99%, Sigma-Aldrich) with 25
752mg/mL. The diﬀerent blend ratio solutions 4:1, 2:1, 1:2, 1:4,
753and 1:10 were prepared about an hour before spin-coating by
754combining PC70BM and SiIDT-DTBT solutions and vigorously
755stirring them. For devices, the blend solution was deposited
756onto PEDOT:PSS coated substrates in air by static spin-coating
757with 2500 rpm for 60 s. The devices were transferred in
758glovebox for evaporation. Finally, calcium (20 nm) and
759aluminum (100 nm) were evaporated under vacuum (2.0 ×
76010−6 mbar), deﬁning an active device area of 0.045 cm2.
761The ﬁlms used for the spectroscopic studies were coated on
762glass substrates cleaned, treated, and spin-coated following
763exactly the same procedures as for the coating of the ITO glass
764substrates during device fabrication. The ﬁlms for transmission
765electron microscopy were prepared using a standard ﬁlm
766ﬂoating technique.
767Device Characterization. Devices J−V characteristics were
768tested by using Keithley 238 Source Measure Units.
769Illumination was provided using a 300 W xenon arc lamp
770solar simulator (Oriel Instruments) and calibrated using a
771silicon photodiode in order to ensure the illumination intensity
772of 100 mW/cm2, at 1 sun AM 1.5. During the measurements,
773the devices were kept in nitrogen environment in a sealed
774chamber.
775Corrected photocurrents were obtained from pulsed J−V
776measurements to minimize temperature diﬀerences in the light
777and dark as well as device heating from possible large injection
778currents at far reverse bias.44 The light source was integrated 1
779sun equivalent provided by a ring of 11 white LEDs, which
780were pulsed by interrupting their power supply using a fast
781MOSFET switch; the light was on for 2 ms and oﬀ for 420 ms.
782For red light measurements the white LEDs were replaced with
783red LEDs with a maximum emission wavelength of 630 nm.
784The spectrum can be seen in the Supporting Information. The
785pulsed voltage source was provided by a Keithley 2400
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786 SourceMeter, and the current was measured on a Tektronix
787 TDS3032B oscilloscope across 50 Ω.
788 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. TAS measure-
789 ments on the microseconds time scale were carried out with
790 a home-built system consisting of an Optical Parametric
791 Oscillator (Opolette 355) pumped by a Nd:YAG laser used as
792 an excitation source and the output of a tungsten lamp
793 (Bentham, IL 1) used as a broadband probe light source. The
794 signals were detected by Si (Hamamatsu Photonics) or InGaAs
795 (Hamamatsu Photonics) photodiodes. The photodiodes were
796 housed in separate preampliﬁers and connected to an electronic
797 band-pass ﬁlter (Costronics Electronics). An oscilloscope
798 (Tektronics, TDS220) synchronized with a trigger signal
799 from the laser excitation source was used for data collection.
800 In all measurements, the excitation pulses were set to 630 nm
801 and had a nominal 20 ns pulse width. The samples were kept
802 under a nitrogen atmosphere in a quartz cuvette. Optical cutoﬀ
803 ﬁlters and a monochromator were used to reduce laser
804 scattering at the silicon photodiode from the excitation source
805 and to adjust the probe light wavelength to 980 nm.
806 Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy was carried
807 out using a commercially available transient absorption
808 spectrometer, HELIOS (Ultrafast systems). Samples were
809 excited with a pulse-train generated by an optical parametric
810 ampliﬁer, TOPAS (Light conversion). Both the spectrometer
811 and the parametric ampliﬁer were seeded with a 1 kHz, 800 nm,
812 100 fs Solstice Ti:sapphire regenerative ampliﬁer (Newport
813 Ltd.). Samples were kept in a cuvette under a nitrogen
814 atmosphere.
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